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SRK ZSX/ZS/ZR
SRF ZS/ZSX
SRR ZS

SRK ZTL

FUNCTIONS
 ON/OFF.
 Operating modes: auto, cooling, heating, 

dehumidifying and ventilation.
 Fan speed.
 HIGH POWER function.
 ECO function.
 SILENT function 

(not available for SRR models).
 Air distribution with vertical swing  

(not available for SRR models).
 Air distribution with horizontal swing  

(not available for SRR and SRF models).
 3D AUTO function 

(not available for SRR and SRF models).

FUNCTIONS
 ON/OFF.
 Operating modes: auto, cooling, heating, 

dehumidifying and ventilation.
 Fan speed.
 Air distribution with vertical swing.
 Air distribution with horizontal swing.
 3D AUTO function.
 HIGH POWER function.
 ECO function.
 SILENT function.
 FUZZY AUTO function.

DETAIL OF THE CONTROL FUNCTIONS
 HIGH POWER: the unit runs at very high speed to quickly reach the temperature in the set cooling or heating mode.
 ECO: the set temperature will be automatically adjusted to avoid excessive cooling or heating.
 SILENT: reduction in the speed of the external fan and compressor.
 3D AUTO: automatic swing of the louvres (vertical and/or horizontal) according to the room temperature and the set temperature.
 NIGHT SETBACK: prevents the room temperature from falling below 10° C.
 SLEEP: night-time dampening function.
 ALLERGEN CLEAR: activation of anti-allergenic filter.
 MENU: button to adjust the brightness of the indicators on the indoor unit, to select the AUTO OFF function, CLEAN function and PRESET function.
 AUTO OFF: if there are still no people in the room after 1 hour (can be set from 1 to 2 hours via remote control), the air conditioner stops operation 

and goes into “stand-by” mode.
 CLEAN: this function identifies the automatic mould sanitisation program that can be carried out at the end of the machine’s operating cycle.
 PRESET: activation of the operating mode in pre-set heating or cooling mode.

REMOTE CONTROLS
Serial controls

 NIGHT SETBACK function.
 Daily ON/OFF timer.
 Weekly timer.
 SLEEP.
 ALLERGEN CLEAR function 

(not available for SRR models).
 Key lock.
 Settings reset (ACL).
 Time setup.
 MENU button 

(only available for ZSX and ZS series models).

 ALLERGEN CLEAR function.
 Self Clean operation.

 NIGHT SETBACK function.
 Daily ON/OFF timer.
 Child Lock.
 Brightness adjustment.
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WIRED REMOTE CONTROL WITH LCD 
DISPLAY RC-E5
Wired remote control with LCD display: this display is large and 
high-contrast for excellent display of information. The wired 
remote control is capable of controlling up to 16 indoor units.
Main functions:
 Weekly timer as standard.
 Built-in temperature sensor.
 Settable temperature fields.
 Data saving function.
 4 fan speeds.
 Control for adjusting the static pressure. 

(for FDU and FDUM models).

SIMPLIFIED WIRED REMOTE CONTROL RCH-E3
Particularly suitable for use in hotels and small offices, it enables the selection of  
3 different ventilation modes.
The simplified wired remote control is capable of controlling up to 16 indoor units.
Simple to use, it has the following essential buttons:
 On/Off.
 Mode.
 Temp. setting.
 Fan speed.
 Built-in temperature sensor.

INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS
Optional controls

REMOTE CONTROLS
Serial controls

SKM ZSP

FUNCTIONS
 ON/OFF.
 Operating modes: auto, cooling, heating, 

dehumidifying and ventilation.
 Fan speed.
 HIGH POWER function.

 ECO function.
 Air distribution with vertical swing.
 Daily ON/OFF timer.
 SLEEP.
 CLEAN function.
 Settings reset (ACL).
 Clock setting.


